
Thomas 

Oregon Department of Corrections 

Snake River Corrections Institute (SRCI) 

OCE Call Center 

777 Stanton Blvd 

Ontario, OR 97914 

TO: 

Ken Jeske, Administrator 

Shawn Haywood, Deputy Administrator 

Oregon Corrections Enterprises 

RE: Who's being taken advantage of with prison labor? 

My name is Thomas , and I'm currently employed with Demand Lead Generation at the 

OCE Call Center at SRCI. I'd like to share with you my thoughts on the advantages of being employed by 

OCE. 

To start, overall my experience with OCE and the SRCI Call Center has always been favorable, 

and has afforded me new job training skills in a type of industry I normally would have never considered 

looking into doing while not incarcerated. I've been working for Demand for over 7+ years straight 

starting out as a caller and eventually working my way into a trainer position and then business 

development for Demand. For that, I've been very thankful and appreciative for the opportunity in 

learning this new skill set. Plus, it's also very nice to have a job that takes me away from the typical 

"prison structure" type of job, or doing nothing at all. Working for OCE and Demand has also really 

helped pass the time and given me the feeling of value in the work that I'm able to provide to our 

clients. 

The structured program that OCE offers AIC's is learning new job skills, working in a productive 

environment and giving them the tools to succeed once they are released. This is the only program of its 

kind in the ODOC and is a highly sought after job. Heck some AIC's are even hired by clients they were 

calling for when they get released! Where else in the prison system can something like that happen you 

ask? Nowhere! 

Honestly, I've always been treated well and have never felt exploited or felt like I'm being taken 

advantage of. Just because there are people in the public making accusations about inmates being 

exploited, doesn't suggest that I am nor anyone else that is working for the OCE call center. If you really 

want to look into problems, don't look here but look at ODOC and the amount of wages inmates 

working for in "mandatory jobs". 

Sure, I'd always like to make more money, who wouldn't, but only if there is a way that wouldn't 

jeopardize our call center or the programing it affords to everyone that works here. Earning any kind of 

extra money is always helpful but isn't necessary as this is the highest paying job in all of ODOC, but 



would help us an opportunity to be able to not only save more money before for our release but also 

help pay off outstanding court fee's quicker that we are now having withdrawn from our accounts. 

Thank you again for your time, if there is a way that a consensus can be reached that would be 

fair for all involved regarding how much we're paid, BUT not jeopardize a work environment that has 

been so beneficial for so many AIC's in custody in helping them learn new skills for when they would be 

released then great, otherwise forget it, It's not worth us losing this program. 

Sincerely, 

Tliomas 

Customer Service & Business Development 

SRCI OCE Call Center - Demand Lead Generation 


